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Ideation and honing the pitch
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Rapid Ideation



Overview

A narrative experience bringing the mystery to reality.

You are a detective. Each week, the personal effects of a ghost are 
delivered to your desk. Pick through the train tickets, torn letters, 
and blood-spattered scarves to gather the clues and solve the 
puzzle. Reality blurs as each clue unlocks beacons in real world 
places picked based upon your GPS location. Visit the last restaurant 
they ate at or the train station where they died to view memories 
from the past and new insights into the mystery.

Who were they? What happened to them? It’s up to you to decide 
in this branching storyline. The question is will your decisions come 
back to haunt you?

Business Model

To identify the best business model, I feel like I need to define and 
research the target market more and discover how best to sell the 
experience to them. Using the idea of regular deliveries to advance 
the story on a schedule, it feels something like a subscription service. 
The first ‘chapter’ could be free and then you could buy or subscribe 
to additional chapters.

A subscription service for the physical artefacts might be another 
option for avid fans or potentially a collector’s edition with a box full 
of physical artefacts and all the chapters.

Who’s it for?

There is a market for immersive experiences capatilising on the 
curiosity around VR, escape room trends, and the growing culture of 
prefering experiences to things. With that in mind, 35 and under is 
likely the best starting point as they value experiences more. Other 
potential avenues to research and leverage:

• Fans of mystery, thrillers, and speculative fiction such as the works 
of China Mieville or James Patterson.

• Fans of true crime podcasts (this could potentially be a promotion 
strategy).

• Fans of Bandersnatch and interactive media.
• Indie narrative gamers.

Week 1: Initial Idea

Click or scan to read the full idea pitch and see the 
other two product contenders from week one.

https://github.com/SaysKez/IXD501/blob/master/three-ideas-kezie-todd.md


The Arcadia Report: Features

Experience the Mystery
Dive into the world of The Arcadia Report, the mysterious 
database of a failed startup and their custom algorithm to 

solve crimes.

Become the Detective
Piece together clues from the corrupted files of the Arcadia 

Database to prove your case as you uncover the truth behind 
Arcadia while solving murders.

Secrets in Your City
The Arcadia Report transforms your city into an escape room. 

Follow leads to uncover new evidence while discovering a 
local restaurant or shop.

Mystery Invades Reality
Play anywhere, any time. Locations trigger real time murders 

and mysterious messages. Where does the reality end and 
The Report begin?



Speculative Funding Application

Are you already trading (if so, for how long?), are you still 
in development, or is this still just an idea? If you’ve al-
ready got customers/users, how many do you have?

The Arcadia Report is currently in development. At the moment I am 
testing early design prototypes with potential users and designing 
the core content and mechanics. Speaking to prospective customers 
and targeting mystery and gaming forums online, the concept has 
already recieved strong indicators of appeal. To quote one user from 
the mystery reddit (11.1k subscribers): “I want in, I want in, I want 

sooo much in”.

Gathering customer feedback early on key elements such as the 
story and core gameplay, my process involves quick iteration and 
constructing prototypes as early and often as possible. As part of my 
customer research and surveys, I have been building an emailling list 
to keep in touch with the most interested potential customers and 
reach out to them for further feedback. As of the most recent survey 
I put out, over 50% of partipants signed up for further information.

Tell us about the problem you’re solving, and how you’re 
solving it. Who are your customers? How do you make 
money (or how do you think you will)?

We are in the experience economy. Attention spans have shrunk 
to seconds and tv no longer excites. Even streaming services are 
struggling to innovate new ways to grab viewer attention. Viewing is 
no longer enough, people want to participate.

3 in 4 millennials, trended to have a spending power of $1.2 trillion 
by 2020, say they would rather spend money on an experience 

than buy goods. With The Arcadia Report, I am creating a new mode 

of entertainment targeted at the short attention spans of this 
experience generation. The Arcadia Report is an immersive mystery 

experience, transforming your city into an escape room. Accessible 
anytime from your phone, it is designed specifically for participation 
and immersion. The narrative blends reality and game, playing out 
across real locations in your city.

The escape room industry is booming:

• US: skyrocketed from 22 rooms to 2,300 since 2014.
• UK: estimated to turnover £53 million this year from 3.5 million 

players.

The Arcadia Report solves the escape room problems of time, cost, 
and accessibility by bringing the experience to you with a case by 
case subscription model. It is more than a game: it is a platform for 

creating immersive experiences.

The potential export market is massive. 32% of millennials 
use subscription services in the US & UK. If even 10% of those 

subscribed for £18 a year, the cost of an escape room, that is a 

potential revenue of nearly £60 million.



Scan or click for blog posts

Investigating storytelling in the experience economy

Market Research

https://sayskez.tumblr.com/tagged/marketresearch


3 in 4 millennials
Would spend money on an experience 

over buying something desirable.

72% more
Say they would like to increase their 
spending on experiences rather than 

material goods.

70% increase

32% subscribe
Millennials are more likely to 

make impulse purchases and use 
subscription services.

$1.4 trillion
Trended spending power of 

millennials by 2020.

$152 billion
Projected worth of global gaming 

industry by 2020, 50% of that from 
mobile gaming.

In the share of consumer spending on 
live experiences relative to total U.S. 

consumer spending since 1987.

State of the Market



Competitive Reviews

I reviewed games and experiences 
from across a myriad of platforms 

on my blog to help hone in on what 
makes a great mystery experience

https://sayskez.tumblr.com/tagged/competitivereview


Product Lighthouse (1/3)

There is a niche genre of subscription boxes dedicated to monthly 
mysteries for you to solve. The top example is Hunt a Killer. It is 
highly reviewed and clearly puts in the most effort. They market 
themselves as ‘a murder mystery in a box’ and ship ‘seasons’, 

months long campaigns.

Overview: Hunt a Killer

• ‘Handcrafted’, ‘authentic’, found footage style clues emphasised.

• Immersion and social play are the main appeal, reinforced by the 
product and the many user and critic reviews raving about it.

• The subscription aspect is marketed like a TV show starring you, 
with campaigns structured into ‘episodes’ and ‘seasons’.

The Product

• Perfect for group game nights.

• A luxury box of artefacts.

• Makes you feel smart and part 
of an exclusive adventure.

• Marketed like a TV show, not a 
board game.

Pros
• Cannot play at your own pace.

• Mysteries span multiple 
months so must buy multiple 
boxes to see the end.

• A bit pricey as you need to 
subscribe for multiple months.

Cons



Product Lighthouse (2/3)

HiddenCity offers “real-world adventure games” in London.  Their 
games let you “journey across the city, solving a trail of clues sent to 
your phone, in a treasure hunt-style experience.” Their games turn 
a city into an experience and are perfect for large groups. Similar to 
Hunt a Killer, reviews are overwhelmingly positive.

Overview: HiddenCity

• Real time adventure across a city, solving puzzles to discover new 
and interesting locations.

• In immersive games, actors appear at locations and there are 
assigned roles in the story.

• Can compete in groups to race for the best time.

The Product

• A unique way to experience a 
city with friends.

• Detailed puzzles with the 
perfect difficulty balance.

• Locations are interesting and 
often previously unknown.

Pros
• Only available in London.

• Can be tricky if you are not 
familiar with the location.

Cons



Product Lighthouse (3/3)

In Her Story you are presented with thedatabase and told to uncover 

the truth of the crime by watching the recordings of the police 

interrogation of Hannah, about her husband, Simon. The only way for 
you to find out what happened–and why– is to search the database 
and piece together her story told across fragments of video.

Overview: Her Story

• The game is completely non-linear and something between a tv 
show, database, game, and short story.

• Short and snappy video clips keep you jumping from clue to clue.

• You can search any word at any time. What leads you investigate 
and when is completely up to you.

The Product

• A unique experience unlike 
any game you’ve played.

• Search-based play puts you in 
charge of the investigation.

• Video clips and fake old 
operating system style make 
for an immersive, real feel.

Pros
• The non-linear play is great 

but can also lead to dead ends 
or feel directionless.

• Not a great sense of progress 
or knowing if you are 
‘complete’ or not.

• The story itself was not great.

Cons
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Initial user research and feedback

User Research

https://sayskez.tumblr.com/tagged/uxresearch


Creating a Learning Plan



Analysing Mystery Game Reviews



Survey Results (1/2)



Survey Results (2/2)



Survey Analysis

Social is an add-on
The majority of participants said 

social gaming was nice but not critical 
or did not mind either way.

10-30 minutes
85% play for at least 10 minutes a 

day, the majority (40%) playing for an 
average of 10-30 minutes.

TV shows are the way most 
respondents get their mystery kicks, 
followed by films, games, and books.

Serial is king

Mysteries and thrillers
Mysteries and thrillers proved almost 

equally popular, even outside of 
mystery fans.

80% 18-35 years old
Targeting mystery and gaming 

forums, the majority of participants 
were millennials.

64% gamers
Asking mystery fans, peers, and 

gamers, 64% played mobile games.



Responses to Initial Pitch from Survey

Over 50% of survey participants 
signed up for more information



User Personas (1/2)

Core Audience

From my market and user research, three 

core user type emerged:

• Mystery fans

• Thrill-seeking millennials

• Indie gamers



User Personas (2/2)



Empathy Maps



Plotting Key Journey Stages



Customer Journey Mapping



Customer Journey Map - Rebecca



Customer Journey Map - Glenn



Customer Journey Map - Martin
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Planning, plotting, and prioritising based on initial feedback

Planning

https://sayskez.tumblr.com/tagged/projectplanning


Plotting Features Based on Feedback



Features Based on User Satisfaction



Project Timeline
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Defining the language, look, and feel

Branding

https://sayskez.tumblr.com/tagged/projectbranding


Logo Sketching (1/2)

I went with an eye for the logo to capture the mysterious, surreal, 
unsettling, and conspiratorial undertones of the story. It also doubles 
as the symbol of the watchful AI Arcadia software.



Logo Sketching (2/2)



Logo Development



Final Logo



Typography Exploration (1/2)



Typography Exploration (2/2)



Brand Typography and Palette
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Laying the foundation for spreading the word

Marketing and Promotion

https://sayskez.tumblr.com/tagged/projectmarketing


Plotting Promotional Page Content (1/2)



Plotting Promotional Page Content (2/2)

The Site Should...

• Intrigue

• Explain just enough

• Encourage sharing

• Get people involved

• Encourage sign ups



Content First Prototype



Promotional Page Visual Iteration



ArcadiaReport.com

The website features the high level 
product pitch, overview, and mailing list 

sign up. Scan or click to check it out.

https://www.arcadiareport.com


Stay safe


